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WHAT’S NATIONAL GRIDS US FOOTPRINT?
Key

Meter Changes

By The Numbers:

Residential CSRs

VENDOR A
Endicott, NY

Business CSRs

400,000+

Collections

10+
Active Channels

CSS

CIS

CRIS

CIS

15,000+

Northborough* (MA & RI)

CSS CRIS

Metrotech (LI & NY)

CSS CRIS

Depew, NY

Move

Customer Interaction’s Daily

CSS

Syracuse*

New Albany, OH

Bethlehem, PA

Charlotte, NC
Augusta, GA

VENDOR B
San Antonio, TX

Daily Field Interactions
VENDOR C

Contact Center Operator Key

Vendor
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National Grid

DELIVERING VALUE ACROSS DEPARTMENTS
Contact
Center

The contact center
handles all customer
calls from collections,
move and meter
changes to billing and
payment inquiries for
residential and
business customers.

Digital

AMO
Account Maintenance
Organization

The Account
Maintenance
Organization (AMO)
handles all exceptions
to the standard
process.
The teams are located
across the National
Grid locations

CC

CMS

Customer Connections

Customer Meter Services

The Customer
Connections group
handles requests for
new or upgrades of
service. They assist in
the initiation of the
process and monitor
the construction
request to completion.

The Customer Meter
Services are
responsible for gas
leak investigations,
field collections and
all meter services
including meter
installation, changes
and readings.

Operations

When an emergency
occurs, the
Operations team is
the first ones to
respond.
Traditionally, this
work is managed in
a different way than
standard meter
works – different
crews and systems.

Customers can view bill history, make payments, report outages and manage information through
our National Grid website, mobile app and/or IVR.
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STREAMLINE TECHNOLOGY
Current State
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Future State

WHERE DID WE STRUGGLE?
Visibility of
Work &
Resources
Integration
between
Systems
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Data
Accuracy

Agility

Customer
Visibility &
Comms

System
Knowledge

Roles & KPIs

Customer
Expectations

WE NEEDED TO CHANGE, BUT WHERE TO START?
3 Major Programs

Overlapping and Layered Scope
The Gas Business Enablement program is standardizing and
simplifying the processes and technology we use across the US Gas
Business. GBE will ensure that National Grid can improve how we
manage our assets, how we deliver work, and how we engage with
our customers long into the future.

Gas Business
Enablement

Customer
Experience
Transformation
CIS
Project
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The Customer Experience Transformation program will set the foundation to
put in place the processes and technology changes needed to drive step
improvements to our customer’s experience. It will focus on re-engineering the
customer's digital interactions to create a universal and seamless customer
experience through multiple service options—Web, Mobile, Text, Email, and
future emerging channels.

The Customer System program is focused on the customer service processes
typically found within the order-to-cash cycle. These processes support
customer requests directly, as well as customer operations activities including
meter reading and billing. A main outcome of the CIS system replacement is a
system that is easier to maintain by the business and scalable based on
changing business objectives.
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WHY CRM First?!
Customer Centric & Hybrid

Customers

Description
• Deploy Cloud CRM initially integrated with legacy CRIS and CSS
• Gradual transition to single CIS solution with some “bolt-ons”
• Phased rollout driven by regulatory recovery plan
Channels

Pros
• Deliver value sooner to the Customer
• Works well with an agile approach allowing the change impact to be spread over time –
users get “snackable” change
• Use systems that are “fit for purpose” – CRM is design to connect with customers
• Easier to integrate App Exchange solutions;
• Easily implemented with additional customer experience enhancements like
personalization, Omni Channel, Chat, Notifications, and preference management

CRM: Service, Sales, Marketing

Cons
1

2

Legacy CIS (CSS)

• Integrations to CIS require rework as a new CIS comes online with additional complexity
if there are more than 1 CIS systems
• Managing the legacy baggage – must work within system parameters and restrictions
• Resource knowledge of CIS system (and integrations) will get CONSUMED with the
CIS/CRM program
• All system data will need to be in sync for a period of time until one becomes the master

CIS
Cust.
Distributed
Generation

(Phased Release)

Legacy CIS (CRIS)
Cust Energy Cust. Credit & Cust. Pricing
Billing
Collections & Tariff Mgmt.

Cust.
Financial
Management

Gas Retail
Choice

Components shown are not exhaustive (illustrative only)

Data

Legend
Existing

Planned v ia
Interf acing Projects

Future

• Master data model for final Customer architecture needs to defined up front (E.G. customer interaction data to be mastered in CRM, billing data to be mastered in CIS)

One Way Sync from CRM Source Data
Data look up from Source

Data Replication
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WHAT DOES A CRM FIRST LOOK LIKE? SALESFORCE & CIS: SIDE BY SIDE

In this case, 1 is greater than 7
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WHAT’S THE VALUE? A CRM FIRST APPROACH ADDS VALUE ACROSS THE ORGANIZATION &
TO THE END CUSTOMER.
CSRs & Field Techs

Customers
I have consistent interactions through all
channels with better insights into the status
of my inquiries. Now, I have the same
experience across commodities & territories
(before, they were different!). It feels like
National Grid just “get’s me!”

Metric
Impacts

Self
Service

Field
Efficiency

Operational Managers
Managing multiple call centers across
geographies is difficult, but now I have a
standard front end tool that I can use, with
consistent processes and training across all
geographies. This allows me flexibility in
allocation calls (especially in emergencies) by
having multi-skill agents. Additionally, new
features deployed are available everywhere!
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Now, I have real time information between the
Call Center & Field. This gives both of us a
complete view of both the work to be
performed and the customer preferences. I
have confidence we are all working with the
latest information.
Call AHT/
Call Volume

Appointments
Kept

Information Technology
Now, the systems I support are fit for purpose.
The CIS system has been slimmed to be “financial
focused” and the CRM has expanded to engage
with customers through new channels.

Teams supporting each system work at a different
pace – this “two speed IT” helps me deliver
innovation FASTER in the cloud-base CRM system.

Decision Point: Is CRM First for you?
Detailed Questions to Ask Yourself
1.
Customer
Centric?

Yes

2.
Applications Yes
Aging?

3.
Multiple
CIS?

Yes

No
No

No
Determine recovery
approach

No

6.
Agile
Org?

Yes

Yes

No

5.
Recovery?

7.
Workshops
& Koosh ?

A CRM First Approach may not
right for you
Confidential for Accenture and National Grid

You may want to simplify or
streamline first; make sure
your roadmap is clear

Yes

4.
Roadmap
for CIS?

Yes (the only right answer!)

Get Excited! A CRM First Approach
might be right
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1.

Is your goal to build a connect, consistent experience for customers? If yes,
a CRM is in line with your strategic company view - an important decision
point for a CRM first approach

2.

Are your systems nearing End of Life? If so, a CRM first approach can help
you both prolong the life of existing systems and reduce modification to End
of Life systems

3.

Do you have multiple CIS systems? If yes, your work will significantly
increase – CIS integrations will require rework if (when) you implement a
new CIS.

4.

Do you have an IT roadmap? Are you replacing your CIS within the next 3
years? If so, it may make sense to replace your CIS first or in parallel to
minimize rework of integrations.

5.

Do you have a cost recovery mechanism? If not, you will want to build one.
Once you do, then apply it to your roadmap.

6.

Is your organization (both Business and IT) agile? If no, spend some time
laying the foundation or determine if it is right for your company.

7.

Are you looking forward to lots of workshops, post it notes, and koosh
balls? It’s key to spend a lot of time with the business to understand needs
and requirements.

Bottom Line: A CRM First Approach is not
right for everyone – it depends on your own
circumstances.

IMPERATIVES FOR SUCCESS
1. Legacy IT with a Vision: Invest & build a roadmap for where you
want to go
1. Understand the limitations of your legacy systems
2. Define “Roles & Responsibilities” for the systems (to minimize
overlap of system capabilities)
2. Let the “Customer Voice” drive your roadmap (Customer Lead IS
Strategy)
3. Strong Change Management
4. Strong Dependency Management to allow for multiple work
streams/programs to be working in parallel
5. The Delivery Framework MUST be incremental to allow you deliver
components over time and get value faster. Feedback from users is
ESSENTIAL to adoption and a solution that meets their needs.
6. Ample budget for lunch, sugar, post it notes and coffee are a MUST!
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Be prepared to jettison your excess IT baggage

Questions?
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